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The Highway to Data-driven Recruitment

The data-driven big data analytics platforms, available as SaaS (Software as a Service), 
integrates and analyses different data sources such as online resume databases, social media 
profiles, records of employment, and even scanned business cards and job applications. The 
platform with a modern and innovative web front-end functions as an intelligence engine for 
searching the right talent that matches combination of external and internal variables for 
smarter hiring.

How big data analytics platform enables smarter recruiting

• Finding a right profile: Recruiters can now collect and aggregate publicly available data, in
particular from social media networks such as Facebook, Twitter and myriad other sites for
details that point to prospects.

• Finding a similar profile: If a particular candidate isn’t currently available to join your
company, the platform helps the organisation finds another candidate with a similar profile in
no time.

• Finding willingness of employees to change: A recruiter can evaluate whether prospects are
currently looking out for jobs and based on individual user behaviour, the platform can predict
the willingness to change a job based on candidate’s frequent visits to job sites or updates on
his/her profile. It makes easier and faster for HR representatives to approach and get the right
candidate on board.

How do social intranets create value 
for enterprises?

A modern social intranet saves time, efforts 
and cost. This is achieved with paperless 
document storage, easy and quick access to 
information and increased engagement with 
the latest social networking features which 
can be accessed anytime, anywhere from 
any device. It helps in increased productivity 
from instant collaboration through 
integrated tools like audio, video calling, 
instant messaging and it also drives 
innovation by facilitating crowd-sourcing of 
ideas, learning and initiatives.

Social intranet enables organisations in 
identifying and nurturing the right talent 
and future leaders through interesting 
insights created by the digital footprint of 
the employees.

What are some upcoming features we 
can see in social intranets in 2016?
An intranet should suf�ice four basic 
functions – content, ful�illment, search and 
conversation. Content would include
broadcasting information across an 
organisation with the ful�illment work 
getting done as per standardised 
forms-based processes. Search helps in 
�inding relevant information and 
conversation would connect people to share 
their skills and expertise.

How HR department can leverage 
technology like intranet to simplify 
their job role?
For HR, intranets can save a lot of their time 

by having a central repository for policy and 
process documents and a single gateway to 
all employee-related processes that would 
help them in cutting down on the
administrative costs. Along with this, easy 
communication, increased engagement, 
managing and monitoring employee 
development leading to employee retention 

are factors that would facilitate HR to 
simplify their job role. These are:

1. Singular place for policies, corporate 
documents and announcements
2. Run simple business process work�lows
3. Events management
4. Training management
5. Appraisals
6. Attendance
7. Recognition and appreciation
8. Measure engagement
9. Resource management and skill �inder
10. Information propagation

Does low employee engagement affect 
�inancial performance of an 
enterprise?

Actively disengaged employees erode an 
organisation’s bottom line while breaking 
the spirits of colleagues in the process. 
Hence, companies with engaged workforces 
seemed to have an advantage in regaining 
and growing EPS (earnings per share) at a 
faster rate than their industry equivalents.

Can you list some interesting features 
of a modern social intranet?
Modern day intranets come loaded with 
interesting features like peer-to-peer voice, 
text and video chat, polls and surveys, peer 
appreciations, engagement scores, 
discussion channels, health and wellness, 
life hacks and other social networking 
features like share and comment.

How intranets can be bene�icial for 
startups and SMEs?
Startups need powerful tools, which can 
save time with in limited budget. For this, an 
open source-based intranet with no vendor 
lock-in and the latest features can help them 
increase their productivity and save time. 
They can help in reducing TCO of business 
applications.
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The landscape of recruitment and talent acquisition 
process has changed drastically in the recent years. 
Recruiters search for the right resumes lying in the 
company, on job portals or from recruitment 
agencies. However, both organisations and 
candidates often face dissatisfaction with the hiring 
process as the data sources are not updated or 
consistent. In future, this will no longer be the case 
as recruiters will have an access to big data 
analytics platforms that will provide real-time 
collective talent intelligence.

Big data analytics platforms integrates and analyses different data sources such as resume 
databases, social media profiles, employment records and job applications.



What’s the importance of intranet in 
the current social and digital trend 
scenario?
An intranet enables employees to share
information, collaborate, and engage with 
each other to create a vibrant and effective 
organisation. Traditional intranets have 
focused primarily on document share and 
teamwork spaces. But organisations need to 
completely re-imagine intranets in the
current digital age with increasing number 
of millennials who want constant connect 
and seamless workplaces.

Modern-day intranets are more social and 
engaging and act as digital workplaces that 

enable organisations to engage employees 
while leveraging the social networking 
paradigm that everyone is so used to and 
helps in �inding solutions to business 
problems faster in a collaborative way.

With mobility and WhatsApp like instant 
messaging capabilities, the intranets of 
today bring immediacy to interactions and 
an organic way of sharing ideas and 
learning. Some of them come with the
predictive analysis capability built into 
them, which helps in measuring employee 
engagement that can be used as input in 
re�ining HR policies and in identifying future 
leaders.
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• Finding effectiveness of job postings: Recruiters can easily analyse the success and failure
of job posting on various digital media channels. The platform can recommend a go-forward
plan by strategically positioning your jobs where it can work best. This helps HR to accurately
track and predict the outcome of investment in online talent acquisition strategy.

The magic behind the curtains

The USP or secret sauce of big data platforms is a sophisticated data enrichment (aka ETL) 
process which not only ingests and blends huge amounts of data from various sources (volume, 
variety, velocity and veracity) but applies NLP (Natural Language Processing) for entity 
extraction and building semantic associations and geo-coding besides de-duplication and smart 
filtering.

This enriched, semantically-linked data, thus brought into a centralised database is apt for 
performing effective mining from the front-end, thereby significantly increasing the efficacy of 
the talent acquisition team.

Here is a step-wise process explaining how the platform works:

• Data Acquisition & Integration: The solution aggregates publicly available data from different
sources and more than 100 million data points from discussion boards, business social
networks, and other public sites.

• Information Delivery: The solution offers on demand processing of high volume (in TB) data
and delivers information to dashboard that offers deep data exploration for recruiters and
advanced predictive analytics for statisticians to expedite the hiring.

• Data Analytics: The analytics engine helps HR teams to nail down the list of suitable job
candidates through profiling of millions of contacts.




